Growth format, electronic architecture, magnetic, and optical properties of aromatic cyclo-Cu3Au3 homotops.
Bimetallic Cu(3)Au(3) clusters have been investigated using electronic structure calculation techniques (DFT) to understand their electronic, magnetic, and optical properties as well as the geometrical structures. The most stable homotop is the planar cyclo-[Cu(3)(micro-Au)(3)] form consisting of a triangular positively charged Cu(3) structural core with negatively charged Au atoms occupying exposed positions. This structure is characterized by the maximum number of heterobonds and peripheral positions of Au atoms. Possible growth formats of the cyclo-[Cu(3)(micro-Au)(3)] homotops have been explored following both the edge-capping and the stepwise metal atom substitution mechanism. The bonding pattern along with the density of states (DOS) plots of the cyclo-[Cu(3)(micro-Au)(3)] homotop are thoroughly analyzed and compared with those of the pure cyclo-[Cu(3)(micro-Cu)(3)] and cyclo-[Au(3)(micro-Au)(3)] clusters. Particular attention was paid on the stability of these bimetallic clusters in relation with the ring-shaped electron density distribution (aromaticity). It was found that all 3-membered metal rings exhibit significant aromatic character, which was verified by a number of established criteria of aromaticity, such as structural, energetic, magnetic (NICS profiles), and out-of-plane ring deformability criteria. The NICS (1) values correlate well with the out-of-plane ring deformation energy. Finally, a comprehensive analysis of the optical spectra of the CuAu, Cu(2), and Au(2) diatomics and the cyclo-[Cu(3)(micro-Au)(3)], cyclo-[Cu(3)(micro-Cu)(3)], and cyclo-[Au(3)(micro-Au)(3)] clusters placed the electronic assignments of the optical transitions on a firm footing.